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SQUARE BALE-------------
--------------MAIZE BALER

MVA 750/1000/1250

PATENTED SYSTEM

S W I S S – M A D E  /  Q U A L I T Y



Technical specification

Version «D»

Length incl. drawbar

Width

Hight, transport position

Hight operation

Weight

Support

Chassis

Tyres

Finish/Coating

Drive

Voltage

Power requirements

Cable length

Plug

Filling of machine

Storage bunker capacity

Pressing system

Horizontal wrapper

Vertical wrapper

Pressing chambre dimensions

Pressing chambre volume

Weight of maize bales

Output Theoretical

Output practical

Cycle time for 1 bale

MVA 750

6’710 mm

2’290 mm

3’200 mm

3’690 mm

4’800 kg

340/65 R18

40 A (min 25A)

10 m³

2 pressplate à 27to

0.8x0.8x1.2m

0.75 m³

500-680 kg

60 B/h

41-54 B/h

60 sec

MVA 1000

6’710 mm

2’290 mm

3’420 mm

3’950 mm

4’800 kg

2 hydr. supports, front          

Truck axle with leaf spring suspension

340/65 R18

Polyester powder

Electric motor 15kW

3x400V

40 A (min 25A)

5’000 mm

Euro 32/63

Dosage trailer / Telescopic loader

11 m³

2 pressplate à 27to

Stretch foil 500mm – 4 layer

Stretch foil 750mm – 4 layer

0.9x0.9x1.2m

0.95 m³

680-900 kg

57 b/h         

38-51 B/h         

63 sec       
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MVA 1250

6’980 mm

2’550 mm

3’800 mm

4’330 mm

7’000 kg

445/45 R19.5 (LKW)

40 A (min 32A)

16 m³

2 pressplate à 35to 

1.04x1.04x1.2m

1.25 m³

900-1150kg

52 B/h

33-46 B/h

69 sec

Versions

S: For stationary sytems with separately filling sytem / feeding center

D: For filling with dosage trailer or telescopic loader from the top

K: For tipper filling and pusher trailer filling

Additional equipment

Variant 40km/h – 80km/h Oil- / airbrake system

Tractor drive / generator Generator / Emergeny gen set unit

Radio remote control GSM modem for remote maintenance

Superstretch prestretcher Work light LED



Control/Operation

The electronics are centrally located in an

industry-standard switch cabinet. The machine is

controlled by a Beckhoff computer with a

Windows 10 operating system. This opens up

unlimited possibilities for automation and

expansion. Machine operation, monitoring and

settings can all be completed on a 12-inch colour

touch screen. Optionally, a tablet with a 12-inch

screen is available that is connected to the

machine via WLAN. The system can also be

connected to an external network. Remote

maintenance/access via VPN can be easily and

securely implemented over a LAN or WLAN

connection.

Drive System

The machine is driven by a 15-kW electric motor.

A tractor power generator or a diesel emergency

generator can be used when the machine is

operated in the field. The electric motor is the

most efficient power supply with just €3.00 per

hour in electricity costs. This is also a significant

advantage when the system is used in industrial

plants, where filling the bale chamber sometimes

takes longer. The baler waits during the filling

process without consuming energy

unnecessarily.
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Filling the Baler

The baler can be filled on the left or right side of the machine. A

dosage wagon dumps the maize directly into a receiving

hopper. The machine can also be filled from above with a

telescopic loader. For stationary operation, the system is also

available without a filling system.



Filling System

The maize is transported

directly from the feeder belt into

the bale chamber by the

vertical conveyor and linear

conveyor. The filling process

does not need to be interrupted

once the baling process has

begun. The maize is piled

above the bale chamber and

serves as the supply for the

next bale. If this storage space

is insufficient, the maize is

transported into the storage bin

via the return conveyor. The

volume of the bin can

accommodate up to 6 bales.
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Storage Bin

The machine can be continuously fed

with maize. If the baler cannot process

everything, the maize is temporarily

stored in the 16 m3 hopper. If filling

process is too slow, the machine

automatically takes additional material

from the storage bin. The scraper floor

conveys the material back onto the

vertical conveyor. This allows the

machine to be fully utilized even when

less or no material is being filled.

Linear Conveyor

The linear conveyor conveys the

material into the bale chamber and, if

that is overfilled, then directly into the

storage bin. The linear conveyor can

be lowered for road travel.



Compression System

The bale chamber has two

transversely arranged rams. The

chamber is filled directly by the filling

system. No pressing energy is

consumed. The distribution rollers

ensure uniform filling of the bale

chamber. The density of the bales is

determined by the current opening of

the bale chamber. Using the control,

the operator can select the maximum

opening of the rams, and thus

determine the compression ratio, to

match the material.
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To press more air out of the

material, it is compressed

beyond the bale form and

compacted. The ram then

moves back to the ejection

position to relieve the pressing

force. This results in bales with

significantly increased

dimensional stability. Wrapping

the bale with normal stretch film

allows for better absorption of

the pressing force.

When the entire volume of the open bale

chamber is filled, both rams begin to close at

the same time. All the material is compressed

in one step. The final dimension after

compression is always the same and

corresponds to the machine-specific bale

size. The time needed to compress the

material is only 10 – 14 seconds. The

maximum pressing force is 28 tons per

square meter. This results in a force of up to

35 tons per ram.



Wrapping Table – 2nd

Wrapping

The ejection cylinder pushes

the bale directly onto the

wrapping table. The table

turns the bale as the rollers

simultaneously rotate the

bale on the table. Normal

stretch film from a film roll

with a width of 750 mm is

wound around the bale. In

order to absorb the enormous

pressing force, a film

thickness of 35 µ (at least

30 µ) is recommended

instead of standard 25-µ film.

Four layers of film are applied

horizontally on the wrapping

table using this method. The

cost for these four layers of

35-µ film is approximately

€2.00.
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Wrapping Ring – 1st Wrapping

Four covers open once the bale is

completely pressed together. The

covers guide the bale when it is

ejected. Normal stretch film with a

width of 500 mm is wrapped around

the open covers. In order to absorb

the enormous pressing force, a film

thickness of 35 µ (at least 30 µ) is

recommended instead of standard

25-µ film. While the wrapping ring

wraps the film around the bale, a

cylinder pushes the bale out of the

bale chamber. This combination

creates a spiral wrap over the entire

length of the bale. Four layers of film

are applied to the bale in this step.

The cost for these 4 layers of 35-µ

film is approximately €1.90 and they

replace the bale net or mantle film

usually used by other machines.



Stacking and Transporting Bales

The bales are removed from the wrapping table with a suitable feeder. For easy handling, we offer an

optimised square bale gripper. The bales can be easily stacked thanks to their square shape. Several

bales can be stacked on top of each other. Compared to round bales, square bales are easier to load

onto trailers, to secure and to transport. They also save space.

Opening the Bales

The enormous bale density is also evident when they are

opened. Since only stretch film is used – no bale net or

mantle film – it is also very easy to open the bale. Simply

clamp the bale and cut the film. Then squeeze the bale a

little more and the maize falls out. The film then lies on top of

the maize heap. Alternatively, the bale can easily be picked

up with a bale fork or a fork with grapple. If the film is cut

open, the maize falls out and the film remains on the

tips/tines. This is a great advantage when filling feed mixers.

If just a little feed is used each day, it is possible to cut a

standing or lying bale slice by slice, just like a sausage. The

rest of the bale remains tightly packed thanks to the

wrapping in two directions.
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Machine Sizes
Machine model Bale chamber format Volume Maize bale weight

MVA 750 80 x 80 x 120 cm 0.75 m3 500 – 600 kg at approx. 34% DS

MVA 1000 90 x 90 x 120 cm 0.95 m3 680 – 900 kg at approx. 34% DS

MVA 1250 104 x 104 x 120 cm 1.25 m3 900 – 1,150 kg at approx. 34% DS
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Machine Versions
Machine version Design Use

S – Solo Stationary on 4 supports Industrial with external filling system

D – Dosage wagon Single axle trailer Filling with dosage wagon or telescopic loader

K – Tipper filling Single axle trailer Filling with tipper or push-off trailer

Swiss Made, Swiss Quality
Unsurpassed quality, energy efficiency and cost optimisation.

A machine from the manufacturer – which itself has 6 machines in use – directly to the end customer.

Producing maize bales and manufacturing maize balers since 1997.

Multi-Patented Baling and Wrapping System
Two rams that compact the material into a bale in a single step.

Overpressure and subsequent loosening ensure even greater density and the exclusion of air.

Wrapping without bale net or mantle film. Wrapping in two steps with normal stretch film.

Wrapping in two different directions for optimum bale shape and material packaging.

Cross-wrapping makes it easier to open the bales over a feed mixer or to separate them for partial rations.

Square shape makes bales easy to transport, load and secure.

What Is Special
Very low power requirement 15-kW electric motor and energy costs of €3.00/h

Low packaging costs Normal stretch film, cost per bale of €3.90

High level of compaction 28 t/m2 pressing force, compaction from two sides with up to 35 tons/ram

Large storage bin MVA750: 10 m3; MVA1000: 11 m3; MVA1250: 16 m3

What Makes the Difference
Little space required to operate the machine.

Square bales for easy handling, stacking and transport.

Minimal maintenance and upkeep costs.

Process completely automated, fixed/constant cycle time per bale.

Easy to operate and maintain.

Not dependent on the manufacturer for a long period of time, thanks to the use of standard parts.

Maintenance/Service
Use your time at home to load the machine with film, not to service it. We use 6 machines in our own

contracting company – we know what we are talking about! Low wear, minimal maintenance, no

components that require constant monitoring. If a part should wear out, we use standard parts that are

available worldwide. This allows you to repair the machine and service it without waiting for parts from the

manufacturer or calling specialists on site.

.

Support/Remote Maintenance
Thanks to the latest generation of control (Beckhoff with Windows 10 operating system), all forms of remote

maintenance and remote access are possible via VPN in order to provide on-site assistance in the event of

an emergency. Should you have any problems or malfunctions, you can contact the manufacturer directly

for assistance.


